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configuration elicitation: One of the

administrators elicits the server

configuration

evaluation of the existing configuration:

the existing configuration in the old

version of the server is questioned and a

new one is produced

configuration proposal: a configuration

proposal for the new machine is produced,

indicating (with justification) the new

services to be installed and explaining

why others are excluded.

dispatch of the configuration proposal: the

new configuration is sent for evaluation
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Proposal from: dispatch of the

configuration proposal: coordinator

receives proposal

proposal evaluation: technical coordinator

evaluates the proposal

proposal rejected: technical coordinator

explains proposal limitations

configuration proposal: a configuration

proposal for the new machine is produced,

indicating (with justification) the new

services to be installed and explaining

why others are excluded.
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proposal accepted: technical coordinator

informs admin on the approval of the

proposal

preparation of the update plan: the update

plan is created, which includes a

description of steps to be performed

dispatch of the update plan reception of the update plan
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plan evaluation: technical coordinator

evaluates the soundness of the plan

plan rejected: Plan limitations are

discussed

preparation of the update plan: the update

plan is created, which includes a

description of steps to be performed

plan accepted: technical coordinator

completes the plan with the final details:

dates
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document dispatch to admin: technical

coordinator sends the document set to all

admin

admin receives proposal and update plan

evaluation by admin: all admins evaluate

the document according to their functions

weekly meeting: document is discussed

and if necessary corrected in the weekly

meeting
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final decision on execution: Admin decides

to execute the plan or that there is no

need to

wait: admin waits for the day specified in

the plan

execution of updates as stated by the

plan: Updates are executed

monitoring: the system is kept on

monitoring to ensure modifications have

not produced secondary effects
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no perceived problems: Process

documentation is finalised

Admin notice for process conclusion

Admin receives email: Process is ended

with all members being informed of

process conclusion

process end: nothing. I just need to be

able to finish in more than one step
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problems detected: Diagnose the problem

and apply corrections

problem diagnosis: admin evaluates

problem and determines if it's quickly

solvable

reinstallation of original configuration configuration proposal: a configuration

proposal for the new machine is produced,

indicating (with justification) the new

services to be installed and explaining

why others are excluded.


